
Exegesis of

1t. is the only one of the ynoptica who specifically cites Is.

as the author of the saying and wuo declares that it is fulfilled. 'he others

give a much abreviated version, not in the form of a quotation but ore as

a summary or condensation. I.t. is full and explicit.

hrist is quoted by t. a ui ;iving the citatLn in explanation

of th query as to why He e-oke in parables. To some had been given the bless-

ing of knowiri-; the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven, and to others it had

not been given. o the one who has faith, more is given: that is, he under

stands the parables, and he has rbundance: the one who does not have

the faith and comprehension is taken even what he has. Jesus says that it4a

on this account that he speaks in parables, because when they see the manifest

evidences of Lhe presence of the kingdom in His person and works, they do not

"see" comrehendinly and eavingly, nor do they hear so as to truly understand.

Th1 strange sthtuation is the fulfillment of the prophecy of Is. :,hat is cieant

by "fulfilled'?

The word used is not the usual one of t. for "fulfill", but a corn-

poud giving a little more emohasia to the completeness of the fulfillment.

This seems particularly appropriate in view of the fact that it is with re

ference to Christ Himself that fulfillment is declared. If the peo)le were

hardened by the nreaching of Isaiah, it an extreme exam 1e of the same thing

when they do not even respond to tthe teaching of Christ Hi self: surely

here there is complete fulfillment. Again, we thin, not the fulfillment of

a specific orediction, but another instance of a predicted situation. The

ministry of (hriet was like that of a. in that the very instrument of od'e

mercy in the' preaching ad teaching of Christ was the means of haienin the

hearts of the People. The irony of is. is repeated in the very message

that hardens there is the love and grace of od offered and His desire and

aopeal for their repentance expressed. I would tentatively define: a oro

ohecy is fulfilled when the event of situation predicted comes to pass, and

completely corresponds to meaning and intent of the prediction. Attention
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